Luxembourg, October 5, 2021

Press release
Luxembourg Internet Days 2021:
A full digital event to keep threats at bay!

The Luxembourg Internet Days event - the ICT event from the sector for the sector - will be
back for an online edition from 16 to 18 November, with the aim to keep threats at bay.
Network Security & Cloud Security
Network Security & Cloud Security are on this year’s 3-day programme. A full day is dedicated
to the projects implemented for a greater cyber sovereignty of Europe with a special focus on
the Holy Grail - the subject of a European Cloud. A whole day will be devoted to new trends in
cyber security and the fight against penetration of systems with the Zero Trust model, end-toend security, or post-quantum cryptography. DNS Securing will also be discussed in depth. On
18 November, the event will offer a focused programme especially designed for IT & ICT
decision makers from the Banking & Insurance sectors to strengthen their knowledge and
capacity to deploy compliant Cloud-based services.
Several expert panels will enable very cross-functional and cross-industry interactive
discussions on the challenges of teleworking in a post-pandemic environment, the use of law
enforcement in cybersecurity and European Cloud design efforts.
Numerous trendsetting companies are partnering with the event
BCE, cegecom, Cybersecurity Luxembourg, EBRC, Huawei, Luxnetwork, Telindus,
YesWeHack, and many others will participate with either a presentation or a virtual booth to
keep offering their expertise to decision makers from the Greater Region and beyond.

Taking advantage of the digital format
With its professional digital platform, the Luxembourg Internet Days event will allow registered
people to start networking in total security long before the start of the event. From mid-October,
those registered will be able to chat or video call with an unlimited number of registrants, free
of charge. During the three days of the event, attendees will be able to listen and interact with
experts during keynotes, business case presentations and panel discussions and to directly
participate in open workshops. Another advantage of this digital edition is the possibility for all
registered professionals to watch or re-watch all the sessions on replay for several weeks after
the event has ended.
RPKI and DNS in general at the LUNOG4 Conference
Once again, the LUNOG4 Conference* will be part of the Luxembourg Internet Days 2021
event on 17 November from noon to 14:00. RPKI and DNS in general, respectively DNSSEC
and Anycast, are the topics identified as the focus for this year. Experts will share on how and
why the different tools and means can help defend against hijacks that may be caused by
either wrong announcements on one side or lack of know-how on the other.
Anyone interested in being brought up to speed can join the LUNOG4 Conference once
registered for the Luxembourg Internet Days 2021 event.
*LUNOG stands for LUxembourg Network Operators Group, which includes any professional interested in Network
operation.

Access to the digital platform of the Luxembourg Internet Days event is subject to free online
registration. Register now at https://www.luxembourg-internet-days.com/
Stay tuned for more information!
https://www.luxembourg-internet-days.com/
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About LU-CIX
LU-CIX, the LUxembourg Internet eXchange was founded in 2009 based on a not-forprofit membership association with an open and neutral philosophy. Its aim is to
develop the Internet and support the data center community in Luxembourg. As well
as providing the technical infrastructure LU-CIX also makes a major contribution to the
Luxembourg Internet community through its leading industry event, Luxembourg
Internet Days which takes place in November every year and attracts over a thousand
industry experts and decision makers from around the globe. LU-CIX also runs the
datacenters-in-europe.com website, which provides a shared communication platform
for all the players in the Luxembourg data center and Internet arena and promotes
Luxembourg as the best place for your European data center and ICT business in the
heart of Europe.
More information on www.lu-cix.lu.

